For an n-dimensional simplex n and any point D in spherical space S n (1), we establish an inequality for edge lengths of n and distances from point D to faces of n , and from this we obtain some inequalities for the edge lengths and the in-radius of the simplex n . Besides, we establish some inequalities for the edge lengths and altitudes of a spherical simplex, and we establish inequalities for the edge lengths and circumradius of n . MSC: 51M10; 52A20; 51M20
Introduction
The n-dimensional spherical space of curvature  is defined as follows (see [-] ).
Let S n () = {x(x  , x  , . . . , x n+ ) | n+ i= x  i = } be the n-dimensional unit sphere in the (n + )-dimensional Euclidean E n+ . For any two points x(x  , x  , . . . , x n+ ), y(y  , y  , . . . , y n+ ) ∈ S n (), the spherical distance between points x and y is defined as the smallest non-negative number Ù xy such that cos Ù xy = x  y  + x  y  + · · · + x n+ y n+ .
The n-dimensional unit sphere S n () with the above spherical distance is called the ndimensional spherical space of curvature . Actually, the spherical space S n () is the boundary of an n-dimensional sphere of radius  in the (n + )-dimensional Euclidean space E n+ with geodesic metric (that is, shorter arc).
Let n be an n-dimensional simplex with vertices P i (i = , , . . . , n + ) in the ndimensional spherical space S n (), r and R the in-radius and the circumradius of n , respectively. Let ρ ij =P i P j (i = j, i, j = , , . . . , n + ) be the edge lengths of the spherical simplex n , h i the altitude of n from vertex P i , i.e. the spherical distance from point P i to the face f i = {P  · · · P i- P i+ · · · P n+ } ((n -)-dimensional spherical simplex) of n . Let D be any point inside the simplex n and r i be the spherical distance from point D to the face f i of n for i = , , . . . , n + .
For an n-simplex n in the n-dimensional Euclidean space E n , some important inequalities for the edge lengths of n and r i (i = , , . . . , n + ), inequalities for edge lengths and in-radius, circumradius, and altitudes of n were established (see [-] paper, we discuss the problems of inequalities for a spherical simplex and obtain some related inequalities for an n-simplex in the spherical space S n ().
2 Inequalities for an n-simplex in the spherical space S n (1)
In this section, we give some inequalities for the distances from an interior point to the faces of spherical simplex n and inequalities for edge lengths and in-radius, circumradius, and altitudes of n . Our main results are the following theorems. Let ϕ ij (i = j, i, j = , , . . . , n + ) be the dihedral angle formed by two faces f i and f j of an n-simplex n in the spherical space S n (). 
with equality if and only if the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix G are all equal. Here
and ϕ ii = π (i = , , . . . , n + ).
Let M = (cos ρ ij ) n+ i,j= be the edge matrix of an n-simplex n in S n (), then M is a positive definite symmetric matrix with diagonal entries equal to  (see [, ] ); by the cosine theorem of a simplex n in S n () (see [] ), we have
Here M ij denotes the cofactor of matrix M corresponding to the (i, j)-entry. From Theorem  and () we get an inequality for r i (i = , , . . . , n + ) and the edge lengths of spherical simplex n as follows. If we take λ
Theorem  For any interior point D of an n-simplex n in S n () and any real numbers
, we get the following corollary.
Corollary  For any interior point D of an n-simplex n in S n
()
Equality holds if and only if the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix G with
If we take the point D to be the in-center of n , then r i = r (i = , , . . . , n + ) and from Theorem  and Theorem  , we get an inequality for the simplex n as follows.
Corollary  For an n-simplex n in S n () and real numbers
λ i =  (i = , , . . . , n + ), we have Ç n+ i= λ  i å cos  r ≤ ñ n (n + ) Ç n+ i= λ  i +  å  - ≤i<j≤n+ λ  i λ  j ô + ≤i<j≤n+ λ  i λ  j cos  ϕ ij , (  ) or Ç n+ i= λ  i å cos  r ≤ ñ n (n + ) Ç n+ i= λ  i +  å  - ≤i<j≤n+ λ  i λ  j ô + ≤i<j≤n+ λ  i λ  j M  ij M ii M jj . (  )
Equality holds if and only if the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix G with r
If we take λ
, we get an inequality for the in-radius and the edge lengths of a simplex as follows.
Corollary  For an n-simplex n in S n (), we have
cos  r ≤  n+ i= M ii ñ n (n + ) Ç n+ i= M ii +  å  - ≤i<j≤n+ M ii M jj + ≤i<j≤n+ M  ij ô . ()
Equality holds if and only if the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix G with r i = r and λ
Put λ i =  (i = , , . . . , n + ) in () and (), and we get the following corollary. Besides, we obtain an inequality for the edge lengths and circumradius of an n-simplex n in S n () as follows.
Corollary  For an n-simplex n in S n (), we have
Theorem  Let ρ ij (i, j = , , . . . , n + ) and R be the edge lengths and the circumradius of an n-simplex n in S n (),respectively; let x i >  (i = , , . . . , n + ) be real numbers, then we have
Equality holds if and only if the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix B are all equal.
Here
If take x  = x  = · · · = x n+ =  in Theorem , we get an inequality as follows.
Corollary  For an n-simplex n in S n (), we have Finally, we give an inequality for edge lengths and altitudes of an n-simplex in S n () as follows. If we take x i = csc  h i (i = , , . . . , n + ) in (), we get the following corollary.
Theorem 

Corollary  For an n-simplex n in S n
with equality holding if n is regular.
We will prove |M|
n+  and we have equality if n is regular in the next section.
Proof of theorems
To prove the theorems in the above section, we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 
For the proof of Lemma  one is referred to [] . http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/59
Proof of Theorem  Let e i is the unit outer normal of the oriented f i (i = , , . . . , n + ) and the point e n+ = D, such that " e i e j = π -ϕ ij (i, j = , , . . . , n+) and the spherical distance with sign based on the direction from the point e n+ to the hyperplane e i is r i for i = , , . . . , n +.
By Lemma  we know that the (n + ) × (n + )-order matrix (cos " e i e j ) 
Because the matrix T = (-λ i λ j cos ϕ ij ) n+ i,j= is also a positive definite symmetric matrix and det G = , the matrix G is a semi-positive definite symmetric matrix and the rank of matrix G is n + . Let u i >  (i = , , . . . , n + ) and u n+ =  be the eigenvalues of the matrix G, and
Using Maclaurin's inequality [], we have
Equality holds if and only if u  = u  = · · · = u n+ . By the relation between the eigenvalues and the principal minors of the matrix G, we have
Substituting () into (), we get inequality (). It is easy to see that equality holds in () if and only if the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix G are all equal.
Proof of Theorem  Let C be the circumcenter of n , thenCP i = R (i = , , . . . , n + ). For real numbers x i >  (i = , , . . . , n + ), by Lemma  we know that the matrix Q in () is a positive definite symmetric matrix. We take points e i = P i (i = , , . . . , n + ) and e n+ = C, http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/59
and by Lemma  we have
From this and x i >  (i = , , . . . , n + ), we get
Because the matrix Q = (
,j= is positive definite symmetric and det B = , the matrix B is a semi-positive definite symmetric matrix and its rank is n + . Let v i >  (i = , , . . . , n + ), v n+ =  be the eigenvalues of matrix B, and
Equality holds if and only if
By the relation between the eigenvalues and the principal minors of the matrix B, we have
Substituting () into (), we get inequality (). It is easy to see that equality holds in () if and only if the nonzero eigenvalues of matrix B are all equal. 
Proof of Theorem
